correctly align the pieces,
give them a third piece that
fits, a fourth etc. until they
have completed the entire
puzzle.

Puzzle of
Abraham
This is a review
activity for a
class after
studying
the
life of Abraham. Students
match clues on adjacent puzzle
pieces to form a complete
rectangle of pieces.

To make the
puzzle more difficult, print page 4,
which has no picture in
the center of each piece but
has the same clues as page 2.
•

•

Other suggestions

1) Create your own version of a
puzzle with the template on
page 3. Use whatever theme
Teach your students about
you have been studying
the story of Abraham in
recently—the Judges, the
Genesis 12 to 24.
Kings, the people who met
Print page 2 of this docuChrist etc.
ment one time for each
2) Do a puzzle race, timing the
group you plan to have in
students to see who can
class (or one page for each
complete the puzzle corstudent if you prefer your
rectly in the least amount of
students to work alone).
time. This allows your stuUse a paper cutter to cut out
dents to do the puzzle more
the 12 squares.
than once, reinforcing the
Put the 12 pieces in an envelearning.
lope or sandwich bag.
Students work to arrange
About this Activity
the pieces into a complete
rectangle—4 squares by 3.
This project is the creative

Directions
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

work of Shad David Sluiter and
retains all copyrights. Permission is granted to print and use
this project for educational
1) Assemble the puzzle as a
purposes. It may not be sold.
class or at least in pairs if
You can download this document
your students have difficulty and hundreds of other Sunday
on their own.
school projects at
2) Give the students only two
www.GospelHall.org
matching pieces of the
puzzle to start. After they
Suggestions to make the game
easier:

Abraham’s
Nephew

God’s command
to Abraham

What Abraham
usually built

“Leave your home”

Lot

Ur

Altar
Shepherds

Egypt

Where he went
during famine.

Abraham’s
home city

People who were
in an argument

Sarah
Abraham’s Wife

Sodom

Stars and dust

Isaac

City where Lot settled.

Signs to show number of
children.

Pillar of Salt

Second wife.

Son of Hagar.

Hagar

Ishmael

Son of Promise

Fire

Laugher

Moriah

The end for Lot’s
wife.
Place of sacrifice for
Isaac.

100

Age of Abraham
when Isaac born.

Means of destruction of Sodom.

Meaning of
“Isaac”

Abraham’s
Nephew

God’s command
to Abraham

What Abraham
usually built

“Leave your home”

Lot

Ur

Altar
Shepherds

Egypt

Where he went
during famine.

Abraham’s
home city

People who were
in an argument

Sarah
Abraham’s Wife

Sodom

Stars and dust

Isaac

City where Lot settled.

Signs to show number of
children.

Pillar of Salt

Second wife.

Son of Hagar.

Hagar

Ishmael

Son of Promise

Fire

Laugher

Moriah

The end for Lot’s
wife.
Place of sacrifice for
Isaac.

100

Age of Abraham
when Isaac born.

Means of destruction of Sodom.

Meaning of
“Isaac”

